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Abstract
The Cartan-type Lie superalgebra HO over a field of prime characteristic is considered in this
paper. We first investigate generators of HO. Then we give a detail description of the Z-homogene-
ous derivations of HO. As a result, we obtain that Der HO = ad(HO + F · h)⊕ spanF{(adDi)p
ki |
i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}. Finally, the outer derivation algebra Derout(HO) is completely determined.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
The theory of Lie superalgebras over a field of characteristic zero has seen a remarkable
evolution, both in mathematics and physics (see [1–5]). But the results pertaining to
Lie superalgebras over a field of positive characteristic, i.e., modular Lie superalgebras,
are not so plentiful. In [6] modular Lie superalgebras are considered as a step towards
description of simple Lie algebras over a field of characteristic 2. In [7] the enveloping
algebras for modular Lie superalgebras are investigated. In [8] the author discussed the
simplicity and restrictiveness of four families of finite-dimensional Cartan-type modular
Lie superalgebras W , S, H , and K . In [18] and [19] the natural filtrations of W , S, and H
are proved to be invariant under their automorphisms; the graded module of H is discussed
in [19]. The associative forms of finite-dimensional Cartan-type modular Lie superalgebras
are investigated in [20].
As is well known, derivation algebras are very important subjects both in the research
of Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras. The derivation algebras of modular Lie algebras
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W. Liu et al. / Journal of Algebra 273 (2004) 176–205 177of Cartan-type are investigated in [9,10]. In [11–13] the derivation algebras of Lie
superalgebras H , K , W , and S of Cartan-type are determined, respectively.
In this paper we discuss the derivation algebra of finite-dimensional Z-graded Cartan-
type modular Lie superalgebra HO.
In the situation of characteristic zero, this Lie superalgebra (denoted by Ln there) was
first introduced by D. Leites (see [14]), and was interpreted as the Lie superalgebra of
polyvector fields on an n-dimensional space (see [15]). It was later called the Leites
superalgebra in [16], and odd hamiltonian superalgebra in [2]. The outer derivations of
Leites superalgebra over C were described in [17].
This paper is arranged as follows. In Section 1 we recall the necessary notions and
elementary facts, and establish a proposition (Proposition 1), which will be applied to
the following sections. In Section 2 we study the generator sets of HO0 and HO. Our
main aim is to find the desired generator sets which will be employed efficiently to
determine the Z-homogeneous derivations of HO. In Section 3 we give a detail description
of Z-homogeneous components of DerF HO (Propositions 8, 9, 11, and 12). Finally, we
describe the derivation algebra (Theorem 14) and determine the outer derivation algebra
(Theorem 22).
1. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper F denotes a field of characteristic p > 3.
Let N be the set of positive integers, and N0 the set of nonnegative integers. Let
Z2 := {0¯, 1¯} denote the ring of integers modulo 2. Given n ∈ N, n > 2, and α :=
(α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Nn0 , we put |α| :=
∑n
i=1 αi . Let U(n) denote the divided power algebra
over F with an F-basis {x(α) | α ∈ Nn0}. For εi := (δi1, . . . , δin), we abbreviate x(εi)
to xi , i = 1, . . . , n. Let Λ(n) be the Grassmann superalgebra over F in n variables
xn+1, . . . , x2n. Denote the tensor product by Λ(n,n) :=U(n)⊗FΛ(n). Obviously,Λ(n,n)
is an associative superalgebra with a Z2-gradation induced by the trivial Z2-gradation of
U(n) and the natural Z2-gradation of Λ(n):
Λ(n,n)0¯ =U(n)⊗F Λ(n)0¯, Λ(n,n)1¯ =U(n)⊗F Λ(n)1¯.
For g ∈U(n),f ∈Λ(n), we simply write g⊗ f as gf . The following formulas hold in
Λ(n,n):
x(α)x(β) =
(
α + β
α
)
x(α+β), α,β ∈Nn0;
xixj =−xjxi, i, j = n+ 1, . . . ,2n;
x(α)xj = xjx(α), α ∈Nn0, j = n+ 1, . . . ,2n,
where (
α + β
α
)
=
n∏(αi + βi
αi
)
.i=1
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Set Bk := {〈i1, i2, . . . , ik〉 | n + 1  i1 < i2 < · · · < ik  2n} and B(n) :=⋃nk=0 Bk ,
where B0 := ∅. For u := 〈i1, i2, . . . , ik〉 ∈ Bk , set ‖u‖ := k, |∅| := 0, {u} := {i1, i2, . . . , ik},
x∅ := 1, and xu := xi1xi2 · · ·xik . Then {x(α)xu | α ∈Nn0 , u ∈ B(n)} is an F-basis of Λ(n,n).
Let D1,D2, . . . ,D2n be the linear transformations of Λ(n,n) such that
Di
(
x(α)xu
)= {x(α−εi)xu i ∈ Y0,
x(α) · ∂xu/∂xi i ∈ Y1.
ThenD1,D2, . . . ,D2n are derivations of the superalgebraΛ(n,n), and deg(Di)= µ(i),
where
µ(i) :=
{
0¯ i ∈ Y0,
1¯ i ∈ Y1.
Put
W(n,n) :=
{ 2n∑
i=1
aiDi
∣∣∣∣ ai ∈Λ(n,n), i ∈ Y
}
.
Then W(n,n) is a Lie superalgebra which is contained in Der(Λ(n,n)) (see [8]).
If degx occurs in some expression in this paper, we always regard x as a Z2-homoge-
neous element and degx as the Z2-degree of x . The following formula holds in W(n,n):
[aDi, bDj ] = aDi(b)Dj − (−1)deg(aDi)deg(bDj )bDj (a)Di, (1)
where a, b ∈Λ(n,n), i, j ∈ Y .
Given
t := (t1, t2, . . . , tn) ∈Nn, Π := (π1,π2, . . . , πn),
where πi := pti − 1, i ∈ Y0. Let A(n; t)= {α ∈Nn0 | αi  πi , i = 1,2, . . . , n}. Then
Λ(n,n; t) := spanF
{
x(α)xu
∣∣ α ∈A(n; t), u ∈B(n)}
is a subalgebra of Λ(n,n). Set
W(n,n; t) :=
{ 2n∑
i=1
aiDi
∣∣∣∣ ai ∈Λ(n,n; t), i ∈ Y
}
.
Then W(n,n; t) is a subalgebra of W(n,n). In particular, it is a finite-dimensional simple
Lie superalgebra (see [8]). Obviously, W(n,n; t) is a Λ(n,n; t)-module with a free
Λ(n,n; t)-basis {D1,D2, . . . ,D2n}.
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i ′ :=
{
i + n i ∈ Y0,
i − n i ∈ Y1.
We define TH :Λ(n,n; t)→W(n,n; t) by means of
TH(a) :=
2n∑
i=1
(−1)µ(i)degaDi(a)Di′, a ∈Λ(n,n; t). (2)
Put
HO(n,n; t) := {TH(a) ∣∣ a ∈Λ(n,n; t)},
HO(n,n; t) := HO(n,n; t)0¯ +HO(n,n; t)1¯,
where for α ∈ Z2,
HO(n,n; t)α :=
{ 2n∑
i=1
aiDi ∈W(n,n; t)α
∣∣∣∣
Di(aj ′)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+(µ(i)+µ(j))(α+1¯)Dj (ai′), i, j ∈ Y
}
.
We give some results about HO, which will be used in the following sections.
Proposition 1. The following statements hold:
(i) For a, b ∈Λ(n,n; t), [
TH(a),TH(b)
]= TH(TH(a)(b)). (3)
(ii) HO(n,n; t) is a subalgebra of W(n,n; t), and HO(n,n; t) is an ideal of HO(n,n; t).
(iii) HO(n,n; t) is a simple Lie superalgebra,
dim HO(n,n; t)= 2n · p
∑n
i=1 ti − 1.
Proof. (i) This only needs a direct verification.
(ii) Suppose that
A :=
2n∑
aiDi ∈HOα, B :=
2n∑
biDi ∈ HOβ.
i=1 i=1
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[A,B] = TH
( 2n∑
i=1
(−1)µ(i)(β+1¯)aibi′
)
.
Hence (ii) holds.
(iii) Let I be an arbitrary nonzero ideal of HO and 0 = TH(a) ∈ I , where a is a Z2-
homogeneous element of Λ(n,n; t). By virtue of (1) we have TH(Di(a)) ∈ I , ∀i ∈ Y .
Consequently, there exists j ∈ Y such that TH(xj ) ∈ I . From this we may deduce that
TH(x1) ∈ I . The following equations[
TH(x1),TH
(
x(Π)xΘ
)]= TH(x(Π)xΘ−〈1′〉) and[
TH(x2x1′x1),TH
(
x(Π)xΘ−〈1′〉
)]= 2TH(x(Π)xΘ)
ensure that TH(x(Π)xΘ) ∈ I , where Θ := 〈1′, . . . , n′〉. Applying (1), we obtain I = HO.
Hence HO is simple.
Observing that Ker(TH)= F · 1, we obtain the dimension formula. ✷
Now we make the following preparatory remarks pertaining to Z-gradations, which will
be employed frequently in the following sections. Set ξ := |Π |+n=∑ni=1 pti . Recall that
Λ(n,n; t) and W(n,n; t) are Z-graded as listed below:
Λ(n,n; t)=
ξ⊕
i=0
Λ(n,n; t)i , where
Λ(n,n; t)i = spanF
{
x(α)xu
∣∣ |α| + ‖u‖ = i, α ∈A(n; t), u ∈ B(n)};
W(n,n; t)=
ξ−1⊕
i=−1
W(n,n; t)i, where
W(n,n; t)i =
{ 2n∑
j=1
ajDj
∣∣∣∣ aj ∈Λ(n,n; t)i+1, j ∈ Y
}
.
Now it is easy to check that HO(n,n; t) = ⊕ξ−2i=−1 HO(n,n; t)i is a Z-graded Lie
superalgebra, where
HO(n,n; t)i = HO(n,n; t)∩W(n,n; t)i =
{
TH(a)
∣∣ a ∈Λ(n,n; t)i+2}. (4)
Similarly, HO(n,n; t) = ⊕ξ−1i=−1 HO(n,n; t)i is a Z-graded subalgebra of W(n,n; t),
where
HO(n,n; t)i = HO(n,n; t)∩W(n,n; t)i .
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In the following sections we often abbreviate W(n,n; t), HO(n,n; t), and HO(n,n; t)
to W , HO, and HO, respectively.
2. The generators of HO
In this section we study generator sets of HO0 and HO. The results will be employed in
Section 3 to determine the derivations of HO. Let
Γ := {TH(x(2ε1)), TH(x1′xk) ∣∣ k ∈ Y \ {1′}}
and
Ω := {TH(x(εi)), TH(x(αiεi)xi′) ∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 2 αi  πi}
be subsets of HO.
The following lemma is simple but useful.
Lemma 2. For arbitrary i, j ∈ Y , the following formula holds:
TH(xixj )= (−1)µ(i)(µ(i)+µ(j))xjDi′ + (−1)µ(j)xiDj ′ .
Proof. This is a straightforward result of (2). ✷
Lemma 3. HO0 is generated by Γ .
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 2, it is easy to verify the following equations:[
TH
(
x(2ε1)
)
,TH(x1′xi)
]= TH(x1xi), i ∈ Y0,[
TH(x1xk),TH(x1′xi)
]= TH(xixk), i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y0 \ {1},[
TH(x1xi),TH(x1′xj )
]= (1+ δ1i )TH(xixj )− δij ′TH(x1x1′), i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}.[
TH(x1xj ),TH(x1′xl)
]= TH(xjxl), j ∈ Y1, l ∈ Y1 \ {1′}.
Note that HO0 = spanF{TH(xixj ) | 1 i, j  2n}. The proof is completed. ✷
Let L denote the subalgebra generated by Γ ∪Ω in this section.
Lemma 4. The following statements hold:
(i) TH(x(αiεi )) ∈L, i ∈ Y0, 0 αi  πi .
(ii) TH(x(2εi)xj ) ∈ L, i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y .
(iii) TH(xixj xk) ∈L, i, j, k ∈ Y .
(iv) TH(x(αiεi )xj ) ∈ L, i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1, 0 αi  πi .
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TH
(
x(αiεi)
)= [TH(x(εi)),TH(x(αiεi)xi′)] ∈L.
(ii) By virtue of Lemma 3 and (i), we obtain that
TH
(
x(2εi)xj
)= [TH(x(3εi)),TH(xi′xj )] ∈ L,
where j = i ′. Since TH(x(2εi)xi′) ∈Ω , the statement holds.
(iii) Note that by (3),
TH(xixjxk)− δkj ′TH
(
x(2εi)xi′
)= [TH(x(2εi)xj ),TH(xi′xk)] ∈L,
where i ∈ Y0, 1 j, k  2n, j = i , k = i ′. By (ii) it is easy to see that
TH(xixj xk) ∈ L, i ∈ Y0, j, k ∈ Y.
Therefore, for l, j, q ∈ Y1, picking i ∈ Y0 \ {q ′}, we have
TH(xjxlxq)=
[
TH(xixj xl),TH(xi′xq)
] ∈L.
Hence the assertion holds.
(iv) For αi < πi , by virtue of Lemma 3 and (i), we have
TH
(
x(αiεi)xj
)= [TH(xi′xj ),TH(x(αiεi+εi))] ∈L, i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1, j = i ′.
Noting that TH(x(αiεi )xi′) ∈Ω , i ∈ Y0, we obtain that
TH
(
x(αiεi)xj
) ∈L, i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1.
On the other hand, by virtue of (iii) and the result above, we have
TH
(
x(πiεi)xj
)= (−1)µ(j)[TH(xixj xj ′),TH(x(πiεi−εi )xj )] ∈L,
where i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1, j = i ′. Noting that TH(x(πiεi)xi′) ∈Ω , i ∈ Y0, we obtain that
TH
(
x(πiεi)xj
) ∈Ω, i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y.
Now the proof is completed. ✷
Theorem 5. HO is generated by Ω ∪ Γ .
Proof. We propose to prove that
TH
(
x(α)xu
) ∈L, α ∈A(n; t), u ∈B(n)
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Ω , i ∈ Y0 and that
TH(xj )=
[
TH(xk′),TH(xkxj )
] ∈L, 1′  k = j  n′.
Assume that |α| + ‖u‖ > 1. In the following discussion we shall make use of Lemma 4
frequently.
Case 1. If ‖u‖> 2, we let xu = xi1xi2 · · ·xis where s > 2 and ij ∈ Y1, 1 j  s.
According to our notation, i ′j = ij − n.
If αi′j ≡ 1 (modp), for every j ∈ {1,2, . . . , s}, then αi′j < πi′j , j = 1,2, . . . , s. For
j ∈ {1,2, . . . , s − 2}, by virtue of Lemma 4(iii) and induction hypothesis we have[
TH
(
x
(α+εi′
j
)
xi1xi2 · · ·xis−2
)
,TH(xij xis−1xis )
]
= TH
(
x(α)xu
) ∈L.
Otherwise, there exists j ∈ {1,2, . . . , s} such that αi′j ≡ 1 (modp). We may suppose
without loss of generality that j = 1. Then[
TH(xi′j xi1xij ),TH
(
x(α)xu−〈i1〉
)]= TH(x(α)xu)− η(αi′j − 1)αi′j TH(x(α)xu) ∈ L,
where
η(k) :=
{1 k  0,
0 k < 0.
Observe that 1− η(αi′j − 1)αi′j ≡ 0 (modp). We obtain that
TH
(
x(α)xu
) ∈L.
Case 2. If ‖u‖ = 2, we let xu = xi1xi2 . If there exists j ∈ {1,2} such that αi′j ≡ 1 (modp),
say j = 2, then we have[
TH(xi′2xi1xi2),TH
(
x(α)xi2
)]= TH(x(α)xu)− η(αi′2 − 1)αi′2 TH(x(α)xu) ∈ L.
Similarly, we obtain that TH(x(α)xu) ∈ L. Otherwise, if αi′j ≡ 1 (modp), j = 1,2, then
αi′j  1. Therefore, by induction hypothesis we have
[
TH(xi′1xi1xi′2),TH
(
x
(α−εi′1)xi1xi2
)]
= TH
(
xi1xi′2x
(α−εi′1)xi2
)
− η(αi′1 − 2)TH
(
xi′1xi′2x
(α−2εi′1)xi1xi2
)
= TH
((
α− εi′1 + εi′2
ε ′
)
x
(α−εi′1+εi′2 )xi1xi2
)
i2
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((
α − εi′1
εi′1
)(
α − εi′1 + εi′2
εi′2
)
x
(α−εi′1+εi′2 )xi1xi2
)
= 2TH
(
x
(α−εi′1+εi′2 )xi1xi2
)
∈ L,
where (
α − εi′1 + εi′2
εi′2
)
− η(αi′1 − 2)
(
α − εi′1
εi′1
)(
α − εi′1 + εi′2
εi′2
)
≡ 2 (modp).
The general assumption p > 3 ensures that TH(x
(α−εi′1+εi′2 )xi1xi2) ∈ L. Therefore, we
obtain that[
TH
(
x
(α−εi′1+εi′2 )xi1xi2
)
,TH(xi2xi′1)
]
= αi′1 TH
(
x(α)xi1xi2
)= TH(x(α)xi1xi2) ∈ L.
Case 3. If ‖u‖ = 1, then xu = xj where j ∈ Y1. It suffices to consider only the case |α| 2.
(i) If there exists some i ∈ {1,2, . . . , n} such that αi  2, we assert that
TH
(
x(α)xj
) ∈L.
If j = i ′, we can find some l ∈ Y1 such that l = i ′. By virtue of Lemma 4(iv) and induction
hypothesis, we have[
TH
(
x(αiεi)xl
)
,TH
(
x(α−αiεi)xl′xj
)]=−TH(x(α)xj ) ∈ L.
Hence TH(x(α)xj ) ∈ L for j = i ′. On the other hand, by the same token we obtain that[
TH
(
x(αiεi)xi′
)
,TH
(
x(α−αiεi+εi)xi′
)]
= TH
(
x(αiεi−εi)xi′x(α−αiεi+εi)
)− TH(x(αiεi)x(α−αiεi)xi′)
=
((
α
αiεi − εi
)
−
(
α
αiεi
))
TH
(
x(α)xi′
)
= (αi − 1)TH
(
x(α)xi′
) ∈ L.
If αi ≡ 1 (modp), it follows that TH(x(α)xi′) ∈ L. If αi ≡ 1 (modp), Lemma 4(iv) and
induction hypothesis ensure that
[
TH
(
x(2εi)xi′
)
,TH
(
x(α−εi)xi′
)]= (( α
εi
)
−
(
α
2εi
))
TH
(
x(α)xi′
) ∈ L.
We conclude that TH(x(α)xi′) ∈ L by noting that(
α
ε
)
−
(
α
2ε
)
≡ 1 (modp).i i
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(ii) Otherwise, there exist i, k ∈ Y0, i = k, such that αi = αk = 1. If j = i ′, k′, by
Lemma 4 and induction hypothesis, we have
TH
(
x(α)xj
)=−[TH(xixkxj ),TH(x(α−εi−εk)xj ′xj )] ∈ L.
Observe that[
TH
(
x(2εk)xi′
)
,TH
(
x(α−εk)xk′
)]= TH(x(α)xi′)− TH(x(α−εi+εk)xk′) ∈L.
By the assertion in (i) we know that TH(x(α−εi+εk)xk′) ∈ L. Hence TH(x(α)xi′) ∈ L.
Similarly, we obtain that TH(x(α)xk′) ∈ L.
Case 4. If ‖u‖ = 0, by virtue of Lemma 4 it suffices to show that TH(x(α)) ∈L for |α| 3.
If there exists i ∈ Y0 such that αi  2, by Lemma 4(iv) and induction hypothesis we have[
TH
(
x(α−αiεi+εi)
)
,TH
(
x(αiεi)xi′
)]= TH(x(α)) ∈ L.
Otherwise, there exist i, j ∈ Y0 such that i = j and αi = αj = 1. Then[
TH
(
x(α−εi)
)
,TH(xjxixj ′)
]= αiαjTH(x(α))= TH(x(α)) ∈ L.
Now we conclude that HO = L; that is, HO is generated by Ω ∪ Γ . ✷
3. Determination of the derivation algebra
Let Derα HO be the linear space of all derivations of degree α of HO, α ∈ Z2, and
Der HO := Der0¯ HO + Der1¯ HO be the derivation algebra of HO. Notice that HO is a
Z-graded Lie superalgebra with its gradation (4). Then
Der HO =
⊕
t∈Z
(Der HO)t
is a Z-graded Lie superalgebra, where
(Der HO)t =
{
ϕ ∈Der HO ∣∣ ϕ(HOi )⊆ HOt+i , ∀i ∈ Z}.
Lemma 6. For t ∈N, NorW(HO)∩Wt ⊆ HO.
Proof. Suppose that
E =
2n∑
gjDj ∈NorW(HO)∩Wt,
j=1
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[Di,E] = TH(fi), i ∈ Y.
Note that
[Di,E] =
2n∑
j=1
Di(gj )Dj and TH(fi)=
2n∑
j=1
(−1)µ(j)degfiDj (fi)Dj ′ .
We have
Di(gj ′)= (−1)µ(j) degfiDj (fi), i ∈ Y. (5)
Observe that
TH
(
Di(fj )
)= (−1)µ(i)degfj [TH(fj ),TH(xi′)]
= (−1)µ(i)degfj [[Dj,E], (−1)µ(i′)degxi′Di]
= [Di, [Dj,E]],
where i, j ∈ Y . Noting that [Di,Dj ] = 0, we obtain the following equation:
TH
(
Di(fj )
)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j)TH(Dj (fi)), i, j ∈ Y. (6)
Equations (5) and (6) yield
(−1)µ(i)degfjDj (gi′)− (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+µ(j)degfiDi(gj ′)
=Di(fj )− (−1)µ(i)µ(j)Dj (fi) ∈ ker(TH)= F · 1.
Noting that gk ∈Λ(n,n; t)t+1, k ∈ Y , we obtain that
(−1)µ(i)degfjDj (gi′ )− (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+µ(j)degfiDi(gj ′) ∈ F · 1∩Λ(n,n; t)t .
The assumption t > 0 yields
(−1)µ(i)degfjDj (gi′)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+µ(j) degfiDi(gj ′).
Since degfi = µ(i)+ degE + 1¯, it follows that
Di(gj ′)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+(µ(i)+µ(j))(degE+1¯)Dj (gi′).
Hence E ∈ HO and NorW(HO)∩Wt ⊆ HO, t ∈N. ✷
Lemma 7. Suppose that h=∑ni=1 xi′Di′ . Then NorW(HO)∩W0 ⊆ HO+ F · h.
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E =
2n∑
i=1
2n∑
j=1
αij xiDj , αij ∈ F.
Given i ∈ Y0 and j ∈ Y1, and applying Eq. (1) and Lemma 2, we have
[
TH(xixj ),E
]=(αi′i′xj − αj ′i′xi − 2n∑
k=1
αkj xk
)
Di′
+
(
αi′j ′xj − αj ′j ′xi +
2n∑
k=1
αkixk
)
Dj ′ +
∑
k =i,j
(αi′k′xj − αj ′k′xi)Dk′ .
Let al denote the coefficient of Dl in the last expression of [TH(xixj ),E] above. Note that
[TH(xixj ),E] ∈ HO. Since deg[TH(xixj ),E] = degE, by virtue of the equality
Di(aj ′)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+(µ(i)+µ(j))(degE+1¯)Dj (ai′),
elementary computation shows that
(−1)degEαii + αi′i′ = αjj + (−1)degEαj ′j ′ , i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1. (7)
Similarly, by virtue of equations
Dj (ak′)= (−1)µ(k)µ(j)+(µ(k)+µ(j))(degE+1¯)Dk(aj ′) and
Di(ak′)= (−1)µ(k)µ(i)+(µ(i)+µ(k))(degE+1¯)Dk(ai′),
we obtain that
αki =−(−1)µ(k′)degEαi′k′ , i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y \ {i} (8)
and
αkj = (−1)µ(k)(degE+1¯)αj ′k′, j ∈ Y1, k ∈ Y \ {j }. (9)
Case 1. If degE = 0¯, it is easy to see from (7)–(9) that
αii + αi′i′ = αjj + αj ′j ′ , i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1, (10)
αki =−αi′k′ , i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y \ {i}, (11)
αkj = (−1)µ(k)αj ′k′, j ∈ Y1, k ∈ Y \ {j }. (12)
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conclude from (11) and (12) that
αij = (−1)µ(i)+µ(j ′)αj ′i′ , i, j ∈ Y, i = j. (13)
We may suppose by (10) that αii + αi′i′ = α, i ∈ Y0. Applying (13) and Lemma 2, we
have
E =
2n∑
i=1
αiixiDi + 12
∑
i =j
(−1)µ(j ′)αijTH(xixj ′).
Moreover,
2n∑
i=1
αiixiDi =−
n∑
i=1
αiiTH(xixi′)+ αh.
Hence E ∈HO+ F · h.
Case 2. If degE = 1¯, then αij = 0 whenever i, j ∈ Y and µ(i) = µ(j). By virtue of (8)
and (9), we have
αki = (−1)µ(k)αi′k′ , i ∈ Y0, k ∈ Y \ {i} (14)
and
αkj = αj ′k′, j ∈ Y1, k ∈ Y \ {j }. (15)
Observe that (14) and (15) imply that αkl = (−1)µ(k)αl′k′ , k, l ∈ Y . Therefore, we obtain
by virtue of Lemma 2 that
E =
∑
µ(i) =µ(j)
αij xiDj = 12
∑
µ(i) =µ(j)
(−1)µ(i)αijTH(xixj ′).
Hence E ∈HO.
Now we obtain the desired result. ✷
Proposition 8. The following statements hold:
(i) Let t > 0. Then (Der HO)t ⊆ adHO(HO).
(ii) Let t = 0. Then (Der HO)t ⊆ ad(HO+ F · h), where h=∑ni=1 xi′Di′ .
Proof. Consider ϕ ∈ (Der HO)t , t  0. By virtue of [10, Lemma 2.4], there exists an
element E ∈ NorW(HO) ∩Wt , such that ϕ = adE|HO. Now the assertions follow from
Lemmas 6 and 7. ✷
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Proof. Let ϕ be an element of (Der HO)−1. Suppose that
ϕ
(
TH(xixj )
)= 2n∑
l=1
αijlDl,
where αijl ∈ F, i, j, l ∈ Y . Assert that
ϕ
(
TH(xixj )
)= αiji′Di′ + αijj ′Dj ′ . (16)
Applying ϕ to the equation below[
TH(xixj ),TH(xkxl)
]= 0, k, l = i ′, j ′,
we obtain by virtue of Lemma 2 that
0 = ϕ([TH(xixj ),TH(xkxl)])
=
[ 2n∑
r=1
αijrDr, (−1)µ(k)(µ(k)+µ(l))xlDk′ + (−1)µ(l)xkDl′
]
+ (−1)degϕ deg TH(xixj )
[
(−1)µ(i)(µ(i)+µ(j))xjDi′ + (−1)µ(j)xiDj ′ ,
2n∑
s=1
αijsDs
]
= λ1αijlDk′ + λ2αijkDl′ + λ3αkljDi′ + λ4αkliDj ′ ,
where λm =±1, m= 1,2,3,4.
For i, j, l ∈ Y with l = i, j , there exists k ∈ Y such that k = i, j, i ′, j ′, l. Consequently,
αijl = 0, l = i ′, j ′. Therefore, Eq. (16) holds.
Applying ϕ to the following equation[
TH
(
x(2ε1)
)
,TH(x1′x1)
]= 2TH(x(2ε1)),
we obtain that
α111′ = −(−1)degϕα1′11. (17)
It is easy to verify that[
TH(xj ′xi),TH(x1′xj )
]=−(1+ δj ′i )TH(x1′xi),
where i ∈ Y0 \ {1}, j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}.
Applying ϕ to the equation above, we have
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= −(1+ δj ′i )(α1′i1D1 + α1′ii′Di′ ).
Direct computation shows that
αj ′ijD1 + δi′jαj ′ii′D1 + (−1)degϕ(−1)(δj ′iα1′jj ′Dj + α1′jj ′Di′)
=−(1+ δj ′i )(α1′i1D1 + α1′ii′Di′ ).
Comparing the coefficients of Di′ in the equation above, we obtain that
α1′ii′ = (−1)degϕα1′jj ′ , i ∈ Y0 \ {1}, j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}. (18)
Applying ϕ to the following equation[
TH(xj ′x1),TH(x1′xj )
]=−TH(x1′x1)+ TH(xj ′xj ),
where j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}, we obtain that
[αj ′1jDj + αj ′11′D1′ , xjD1 − x1′Dj ′ ] + (−1)degϕ[x1Dj + xj ′D1′, α1′j1D1 + α1′jj ′Dj ′ ]
= −α1′11′D1′ − α1′11D1 + αj ′jjDj + αj ′jj ′Dj ′ .
Comparing the coefficients of D1′ in the equation above, we obtain that
α1′11′ = (−1)degϕα1′jj ′, j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}. (19)
(i) Suppose that degϕ = 0¯. By virtue of (16), we have
ϕ
(
TH(x1′xi)
)= α1′i1D1 + α1′ii′Di′ , i ∈ Y0.
Observe that deg TH(x1′xi) = 0¯. It follows that α1′ii′ = 0, i ∈ Y0. According to (18), we
have α1′jj ′ = 0, j ∈ Y1, since it is obvious that α1′1′1 = 0.
Set αi := α1′i1, i ∈ Y0, and φ := ϕ −
∑n
r=1 ad(αrDr). Then φ ∈ Der HO. By virtue of
(17), we can verify that
φ
(
TH
(
x(2ε1)
))= α111′D1′ −
[
n∑
r=1
αrDr ,TH
(
x(2ε1)
)]= α111′D1′ + α1′11D1′ = 0.
Similarly, it is easy to check that φ(TH(x1′xi)) = 0, i ∈ Y0. Note that ϕ(TH(x1′xj )) = 0,
j ∈ Y1. It follows that
φ
(
TH(x1′xj )
)= 0− [ n∑αrDr, xjD1 − x1′Dj ′
]
= 0,r=1
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Lemma 3 shows that φ(HO0)= 0.
Set
k0 = max
{
k ∈ Z ∣∣ φ(HOi )= 0, −1 i  k}.
Then k0  0 by the result above. Assume that k0 < ξ − 2. Then there exists a ∈ HOk0+1
such that φ(a) = 0. Suppose that
φ(a)=
2n∑
r=1
arDr, ar ∈Λ(n,n; t), r ∈ Y.
Noting that [a,Di] ∈ HOk0 whenever i ∈ Y , we have
0= φ([a,Di])= [φ(a),Di]= [ 2n∑
r=1
arDr,Di
]
.
Therefore Di(ar) = 0, for arbitrary r, i ∈ Y . Consequently, ar ∈ F, r ∈ Y . Since ϕ ∈
(Der HO)−1, we obtain that
φ(a) ∈ HO−1 ∩HOk0+1+(−1) = HO−1 ∩HOk0 = 0.
Now we have reached a contradiction.
Hence k0  ξ − 2 and (4) implies that φ = 0. Then ϕ =∑nr=1 ad(αrDr) ∈ ad HO.
(ii) Suppose that degϕ = 1¯. By virtue of (16), we have
ϕ
(
TH(x1′xi)
)= α1′i1D1 + α1′ii′Di′ , i ∈ Y0.
Consequently, α1′i1 = 0, i ∈ Y0. By (17) and (18), we have α111′ = −α1′11 = 0 and
α1′ii′ = −α1′jj ′ , i ∈ Y0 \ {1}, j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}.
Put α1′ := −α1′jj ′ , j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}, and αj := α1′j1, j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}. Set
φ := ϕ−
n′∑
r=1′
ad(αrDr ).
Then we obtain by direct operation that
φ
(
TH
(
x(2ε1)
))= α111′D1′ − n′∑
r=1′
[αrDr, x1D1′ ] = 0.
According to (18) and (19), we have
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(
TH(x1′xi)
)= α1′ii′Di′ − n′∑
r=1′
[αrDr ,−xiD1 + x1′Di′ ]
= α1′ii′Di′ − α1′D1′ = 0,
where i ∈ Y0. For j ∈ Y1 \ {1′}, we have
φ
(
TH(x1′xj )
)= ϕ(TH(x1′xj ))− n′∑
r=1′
[
αrDr,TH(x1′xj )
]
= (α1′j1 − αj )D1 + (α1′jj ′ + α1′)Dj ′ = 0.
By virtue of Lemma 3, we have φ(HO0)= 0.
Similar to (i), we can prove that φ = 0 and ϕ =∑n′r=1′ ad(αrDr) ∈ ad HO.
Now we obtain the desired result. ✷
Lemma 10. Let ϕ be an element of (Der HO)−t , t > 1. Suppose that ϕ(TH(x(εi+tεi)))= 0
and ϕ(TH(x(tεi)xi′))= 0, where i ∈ Y0. Then ϕ = 0.
Proof. We first prove that ϕ(TH(x(kεi))) = 0 by induction on k. Obviously, it suffices to
consider only the case k  t + 1. Suppose that k > t + 1 and
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(kεi)
))= 2n∑
r=1
arDr, ar ∈Λ(n,n; t), r ∈ Y.
Applying ϕ to the following equation[
Dj,TH
(
x(kεi)
)]= δijTH(x((k−1)εi)), j ∈ Y,
we obtain by induction hypothesis that Dj(ar)= 0, r ∈ Y . Consequently, ar ∈ F for every
r ∈ Y . Hence
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(kεi)
)) ∈HO−1 ∩HOk−2−t .
Since k − 2− t  0, it follows that ϕ(TH(x(kεi)))= 0.
Now we prove that ϕ(TH(x(kεi)xi′))= 0 by induction on k. Suppose that
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(kεi)xi′
))= 2n∑
r=1
brDr, ϕ
(
TH
(
x(kεi)
))= 0, br ∈Λ(n,n; t), r ∈ Y.
Assume that TH(x((k−1)εi)xi′)= 0. Applying ϕ to the equation[
Dj ,TH
(
x(kεi)xi′
)]= δijTH(x((k−1)εi)xi′)+ δi′jTH(x(kεi))
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ϕ
(
TH
(
x(kεi)xi′
)) ∈ HO−1 ∩HOk−1−t = 0,
and Theorem 5 shows that ϕ = 0. ✷
Proposition 11. Suppose that t > 1 and t = pd for every d ∈N. Then
(Der HO)−t = 0.
Proof. Let ϕ be an element of (DerHO)−t . We are going to verify that ϕ satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 10. Clearly, we may suppose that
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(εi+tεi )
))= 2n∑
r=1
αrDr, αr ∈ F, r ∈ Y.
It is easy to verify that[
TH
(
x(εi+tεi)
)
,TH(xkxl)
]= δi′lTH(x(tεi)xk), i, k ∈ Y0, l ∈ Y1.
Applying ϕ to the equation above, we obtain by direct computation that αk = 0, k ∈ Y0 and
αl = 0 whenever l = i ′. Consequently,
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(εi+tεi)
))= αi′Di′ .
If t ≡ 0 (modp), applying ϕ to the equation below[
TH
(
x(εi+tεi )
)
,TH(xixi′)
]= (t + 1)TH(x(εi+tεi)),
we obtain that αi′Di′ = (t + 1)αi′Di′ . Therefore, αi′ = 0 and ϕ(TH(x(εi+tεi )))= 0.
If t ≡ 0 (modp), we may suppose that
t =
k∑
r=1
ar · pr, ar ∈N0, ak = 0, ar < p, r = 1,2, . . . , k. (20)
Since the assumption t = pd for every d ∈N ensures that t > pk > 1, induction hypothesis
yields
ϕ
(
TH
(
x((t−pk+2)εi)
))= ϕ(TH(x(pkεi)xi′))= 0.
It is easy to verify that
(
t+1
pk
) ≡ 0 (modp) by (20). Therefore, the following equation
[
TH
(
x((t−pk+2)εi)
)
,TH
(
x(p
kεi)xi′
)]= ( t + 1
pk
)
TH
(
x(εi+tεi)
)
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Hence ϕ satisfies the first condition of Lemma 10.
We finally demonstrate that ϕ(TH(x(tεi)xi′))= 0, i ∈ Y0. Suppose that
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
))= 2n∑
r=1
βrDr, βr ∈ F, r ∈ Y.
Direct operation shows that[
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
)
,TH(xkxj )
]= δi′jTH(x(tεi−εi )xi′xk)− δikTH(x(tεi)xj ),
where i, k ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1. Picking k ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1 such that k = i , j = i ′ and applying ϕ to
the equation above, we obtain βk = 0, k = i and βj = 0, j = i ′. Hence
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
))= βiDi + βi′Di′ .
Applying ϕ to the following equation[
TH
(
x(2εi)
)
,TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
)]= (t + 1)TH(x(tεi+εi))
and noticing that ϕ(TH(x(εi+tεi)))= 0, we obtain that βi = 0, i ∈ Y0. Consequently,
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
))= βi′Di′ , i ∈ Y0.
If t ≡ 2 (modp), applying ϕ to the equation[
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
)
,TH(xixi′)
]= (t − 1)TH(x(tεi)xi′),
we have βi′ = 0 and therefore, ϕ(TH(x(tεi)xi′))= 0.
If t ≡ 2 (modp), we may suppose that
t =
k∑
r=1
ar · pr + 2, ak = 0, ar < p, r = 1,2, . . . , k.
Observe that (
t
pk
)
−
(
t
pk − 1
)
≡ 0 (modp)
and
ϕ
(
TH
(
x((t−pk+1)εi)
))= ϕ(TH(x(pkεi)xi′))= 0.
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[
TH
(
x((t−pk+1)εi)xi′
)
,TH
(
x(p
kεi)xi′
)]= (( t
pk
)
−
(
t
pk − 1
))
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
)
yields ϕ(TH(x(tεi)xi′))= 0.
Now Lemma 10 ensures that ϕ = 0, as desired. ✷
Proposition 12. Suppose that t = pd , d ∈N. Then
(Der HO)−t = spanF
{
(adDr)t
∣∣ r ∈ Y0}.
Proof. Let ϕ be an element of (Der HO)−t . According to the proof of Proposition 11, we
may suppose that
ϕ
(
TH
(
x(εi+tεi)
))= αi′Di′ , ϕ(TH(x(tεi)xi′))= βiDi + βi′Di′ ,
where αi′ , βi, βi′ ∈ F, i ∈ Y0.
Applying ϕ to the following equation[
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
)
,TH
(
x(2εi)
)]=−(t + 1)TH(x(εi+tεi )),
and noticing that t ≡ 0 (modp), we obtain that βi =−αi′ .
Similarly, applying ϕ to the following equation[
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
)
,TH(xixi′)
]= (t − 1)TH(x(tεi)xi′),
we obtain that βi′ = 0. Therefore,(
ϕ −
n∑
r=1
αr ′(adDr)t
)(
TH
(
x(εi+tεi)
))= αi′Di′ − αi′TH(x(εi))= 0
and (
ϕ −
n∑
r=1
αr ′(adDr)t
)(
TH
(
x(tεi)xi′
))= βiDi − αi′TH(xi′)= 0.
Now Lemma 10 shows that ϕ =∑nr=1 αr ′(adDr)t . Consequently,
(Der HO)−t ⊆ spanF
{
(adDr)t
∣∣ r ∈ Y0}.
Noting that t = pd , d ∈N, we obtain the conclusion. ✷
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h,TH
(
x(α)xu
)]= (‖u‖ − 1)TH(x(α)xu).
In particular, h ∈ NorW(HO).
Proof. Suppose that α ∈A(n; t), u ∈ B(n). Direct operation shows that
[
h,TH
(
x(α)xu
)]
=
n′∑
i=1′
n∑
j=1
[
xiDi, x
(α−εj )xuDj ′
]+ n′∑
i=1′
n′∑
j=1′
[
xiDi, (−1)‖u‖x(α)xu−〈j〉Dj ′
]
=
n′∑
i=1′
n∑
j=1
xix
(α−εj )xu−〈i〉Dj ′ −
n′∑
i=1′
n∑
j=1
x(α−εj )xuDj ′(xi)Di
+
n′∑
i=1′
n′∑
j=1′
(−1)‖u‖xix(α)xu−〈j〉−〈i〉Dj ′
=
n∑
j=1
(
x(α−εj )
n′∑
i=1′
xix
u−〈i〉
)
Dj ′ −
n′∑
i=1′
n∑
j=1
δj ′ix
(α−εj )xuDi
+
n′∑
j=1′
(−1)‖u‖
(
x(α)
n′∑
i=1′
xix
u−〈j〉−〈i〉
)
Dj ′
= ‖u‖
n∑
j=1
x(α−εj )xuDj ′ −
n∑
j=1
x(α−εj )xuDj ′ +
(‖u‖− 1) n′∑
j=1′
(−1)‖u‖x(α)xu−〈j〉Dj ′
= (‖u‖ − 1)TH(x(α)xu).
Now it follows that h ∈NorW(HO). ✷
We finally characterize the derivations of HO.
Theorem 14. Let h=∑ni=1 xi′Di′ . Then
Der HO = ad(HO+ F · h)⊕ spanF
{
(adDi)p
ki
∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}. (21)
Proof. Propositions 8, 9, 11, and 12 show that
Der HO ⊆ ad(HO+ F · h)+ span
F
{
(adDi)p
ki
∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}.
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Der HO ⊇ ad(HO+ F · h)+ spanF
{
(adDi)p
ki
∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}.
Formula (1) and Lemma 13 imply that
ad(HO+ F · h)⊆
⊕
i−1
(Der HO)i .
Now Proposition 12 shows that the sum in (21) is direct. ✷
From Theorem 14, we obtain that the derivation algebra of restricted Lie superalgebra
HO is analogous to the one of the hamiltonian Lie algebra H (see [9, Theorem 4.8.7,
p. 195]).
Corollary 15. If HO(n,n; t) is restricted then Der HO = ad(HO+ F · h).
Proof. Similar to the situation of Lie algebras, we may prove that HO(n,n; t) is restricted
if and only if t = 1. Applying Theorem 14, we obtain the required result. ✷
Lemma 16. The following statements hold in DerΛ(n,n; t):
(i) [Dpkii ,Dp
kj
j ] = 0, i, j ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti , 1 kj < tj ;
(ii) [h,Dpkii ] = 0, i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti ;
(iii) [Dpkll ,HO] ⊂ HO, l ∈ Y0, 1 kl < tl ;
(iv) [h,HO] ⊂ HO;
(v) [Dpkii ,TH(a)] = TH(Dp
ki
i (a)), i ∈ Y0, a ∈Λ(n,n; t).
Proof. (i) and (ii) are obvious.
(iii) As DerΛ(n,n; t) is a restricted Lie superalgebra (see [7]), Dpkll ∈ DerΛ(n,n; t).
It is easy to verify the following formula:
[fD,gE] = fD(g)E − (−1)deg(fD)deg(gE)gE(f )D + (−1)degD deggfg[D,E], (22)
where f,g ∈Λ(n,n; t), D,E ∈ DerΛ(n,n; t).
Consider A :=∑2nj=1 ajDj ∈HOθ , θ ∈ Z2. By virtue of Eq. (22), we have
[
D
pkl
l ,A
]= [Dpkll , 2n∑
j=1
ajDj
]
=
2n∑
j=1
D
pkl
l (aj )Dj , (23)
where l ∈ Y0, 1 kl < tl . Note that A ∈ HOθ implies that
Di(aj )= (−1)µ(i)µ(j ′)+(µ(i)+µ(j ′))(θ+1¯)Dj ′(ai′), ∀i, j ∈ Y. (24)
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kl
l ·Di =Di ·Dp
kl
l for all i ∈ Y , we obtain from (24) that
Di
(
D
pkl
l aj
)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j ′)+(µ(i)+µ(j ′))(θ+1¯)Dj ′(Dpkll ai′), ∀i, j ∈ Y.
This means
∑2n
j=1(D
pkl
l aj )Dj ∈HO. By (23), we obtain the desired result.
(iv) Let A :=∑2nj=1 ajDj be an element of HOθ , θ ∈ Z2. Then
[h,A] =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
[xi′Di′ , ajDj ] +
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
[xi′Di′ , aj ′Dj ′ ]
=
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
xi′Di′(aj )Dj +
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
xi′Di′(aj ′)Dj ′ −
n∑
j=1
aj ′Dj ′ . (25)
Suppose that
aj =
∑
α∈A(n;t), u∈B(n)
cα,u,j x
(α)xu, aj ′ =
∑
β∈A(n;t), v∈B(n)
cβ,v,j ′x
(β)xv,
where j ∈ Y0, cα,u,j , cβ,v,j ′ ∈ F. Then
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
xi′Di′ (aj )Dj =
n∑
j=1
(∑
α,u
cα,u,j
(
n∑
i=1
xi′Di′
)(
x(α)xu
))
Dj
=
n∑
j=1
(∑
α,u
cα,u,j‖u‖x(α)xu
)
Dj .
Similarly,
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
xi′Di′(aj ′)Dj ′ =
n∑
j=1
(∑
β,v
cβ,v,j ′‖v‖x(β)xv
)
Dj ′ .
Therefore, we obtain from (25) that
[h,A] =
n∑
j=1
bjDj +
n∑
j=1
bj ′Dj ′ , (26)
where bj =∑α,u cα,u,j‖u‖x(α)xu, bj ′ =∑β,v cβ,v,j ′(‖v‖ − 1)x(β)xv , j ∈ Y0.
We treat several cases separately to prove that
Di(bj )= (−1)µ(i)µ(j ′)+(µ(i)+µ(j ′))(θ+1¯)Dj ′(bi′), ∀i, j ∈ Y. (27)
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Di
(∑
α,u
cα,u,j x
(α)xu
)
= (−1)θ+1Dj ′
(∑
β,v
cβ,v,i′x
(β)xv
)
, ∀i, j ∈ Y0;
that is, ∑
α,u
cα,u,j x
(α−εi)xu = (−1)θ+1¯
∑
β,v
cβ,v,i′x
(β)Dj ′(x
v), ∀i, j ∈ Y0.
Noticing that {x(α)xu | α ∈A(n; t), u ∈ B(n)} is an F-basis of Λ(n,n; t), we deduce from
the equation above that
Di
(∑
α,u
cα,u,j‖u‖x(α)xu
)
= (−1)θ+1¯Dj ′
(∑
β,v
cβ,v,i′
(‖v‖ − 1)x(β)xv), ∀i, j ∈ Y0;
that is, (27) holds for i, j ∈ Y0.
Case (ii): i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1. From (24) we have
Di
(∑
β,v
cβ,v,j ′x
(β)xv
)
=Dj ′
(∑
β,v
cβ,v,i′x
(β)xv
)
, ∀i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1,
and consequently,
Di
(∑
β,v
cβ,v,j ′
(‖v‖ − 1)(x(β)xv))=Dj ′(∑
β,v
cβ,v,i′
(‖v‖ − 1)x(β)xv),
∀i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1.
Thus (27) holds for i ∈ Y0, j ∈ Y1.
Similarly, we may prove that (27) holds for i ∈ Y1, j ∈ Y0 or i ∈ Y1, j ∈ Y1. Hence
[h,A] ∈ HO by (26).
(v) This is a straightforward result of Eqs. (2) and (22). ✷
Lemma 17. Suppose that E ∈W(n,n; t) and adE(HO)= 0. Then E = 0.
Proof. Decompose E =∑2ni=1 aiDi , where ai ∈Λ(n,n; t). Applying (1) to[ 2n∑
aiDi,Dj
]
= 0, ∀j ∈ Y,i=1
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i=1
aiDi,TH(xjxj ′)
]
= 0, ∀j ∈ Y0,
we have aj = aj ′ = 0,∀j ∈ Y0, as required. ✷
Recall the outer derivation algebra Derout(HO) := Der HO/ ad(HO). We know that HO
is an ideal of HO (see Proposition 1). Now we establish the relation between Derout(HO)
and the quotient algebra HO/HO.
Theorem 18. The outer derivation algebra
Derout(HO)∼= L⊕HO/HO,
where
L := (F · h⊕ spanF{Dpkii ∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}⊕HO)/HO
∼= F · h⊕ spanF
{
D
pki
i
∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}
is an abelian Lie algebra. Moreover, HO/HO is an ideal of Derout(HO).
Proof. Put H˜O = HO + F · h + span
F
{Dpkii | i ∈ Y0, 1  ki < ti}. By virtue of
Lemma 16(i)–(iv), H˜O is a subalgebra of DerΛ(n,n; t). According to Theorem 14,
ad : H˜O →Der HO
is an epimorphism of Lie superalgebras. We claim that it is also a monomorphism.
Let E +∑ni=1∑ti−1ki=1 ci,kiDpkii be an arbitrary element of H˜O, where E ∈ HO + F · h,
ci,ki ∈ F. Suppose that ad(E +
∑n
i=1
∑ti−1
ki=1 ci,kiD
pki
i )(HO) = 0. By Theorem 14, we
have adE(HO) = 0 and ad(∑ni=1∑ti−1ki=1 ci,kiDpkii )(HO) = 0. Note that E ∈ W(n,n; t).
Lemma 17 shows that E = 0. Applying Lemma 16(v), we obtain that
0 =
[
n∑
i=1
ti−1∑
ki=1
ci,kiD
pki
i ,TH
(
x(πj εj )
)]= tj−1∑
kj=1
cj,kj TH
(
x((πj−p
kj )εj )
)
, ∀j ∈ Y0.
Consequently, cj,kj = 0, ∀j ∈ Y0. Thus our claim holds. Therefore,
Derout(HO)= Der HO/ ad(HO)∼= H˜O/HO = L⊕HO/HO.
Lemma 16(iii) and (iv) ensure that HO/HO is an ideal of Derout(HO). The remaining
conclusions pertaining to L are obvious. ✷
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Let a be an element of Λ(n,n; t). Recall that a is referred to as xi -truncated if
(Di)
πi (a)= 0, where i ∈ Y0. For j ∈ Y1, a is said to be xj -truncated if Dj (a)= 0.
Let S0 be a nonempty subset of Y0. Set S1 := {i ′ | i ∈ S0} and S =: S0 ∪ S1.
Lemma 19. Suppose that {ai | i ∈ S0} ⊂Λ(n,n; t)θ , {ai | i ∈ S1} ⊂Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯ and
Di(aj ′)= (−1)µ(i)µ(j)+(µ(i)+µ(j))(θ+1¯)Dj (ai′), i, j ∈ S, θ ∈ Z2. (28)
Then the following statements hold:
(i) for every i ∈ S0, ai is xi′ -truncated;
(ii) suppose that ai′ is xi -truncated for all i ∈ S0. Then there exists f ∈Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯ such
that
Di(f )= (−1)µ(i)(θ+1¯)ai′, ∀i ∈ S. (29)
Proof. (i) Form (28) we have Di′(ai) = −Di′(ai). Since char(F) > 2, we obtain the
desired result.
(ii) We proceed in two steps.
(a) We first consider the case |S0| = 1. Without loss of generality we may suppose that
S0 = {1}. Then we have
D1(a1)= (−1)θ+1¯D1′(a1′).
Noticing that a1′ is x1-truncated and a1 is x1′ -truncated by (i), we may suppose that
D1(a1)= (−1)θ+1¯D1′(a1′)=
∑
α1 =π1, 1′ /∈{u}
cα,ux
(α)xu, cα,u ∈ F.
Therefore,
a1 =
∑
α1 =π1, 1′ /∈{u}
cα,ux
(α+ε1)xu+
∑
α1=0
kα,ux
(α)xu
and
a1′ = (−1)θ+1¯
∑
α1 =π1, 1′ /∈{u}
cα,ux
(α)x1′x
u +
∑
1′ /∈{u}
lα,ux
(α)xu.
Put
f = (−1)θ+1¯
( ∑
′
cα,ux
(α+ε1)x1′xu +
∑
kα,ux
(α)x1′x
u
)
+
∑
′
lα,ux
(α+ε1)xu.α1 =π1, 1 /∈{u} α1=0 1 /∈{u}
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(b) We return to the general situation and proceed by induction on |S0|. Assume that
(29) holds for |S0| = r − 1. Suppose that |S0| = r . Without loss of generality, we may
suppose that S0 = {1, . . . , r}. By induction hypothesis there exists f0 ∈Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯ such
that
Di(f0)= (−1)µ(i)(θ+1¯)ai′ , ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}. (30)
Consequently,
Dr(ai′)=Dr
(
(−1)µ(i)(θ+1¯)Di(f0)
)= (−1)µ(i)(θ+1¯)DiDr(f0), ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}. (31)
From Eq. (28) we have
Dr(ai′)= (−1)µ(i)(θ+1¯)Di(ar ′), ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}. (32)
Combining (31) and (32), we obtain that
Di
(
Dr(f0)− ar ′
)= 0, ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}. (33)
Similarly we have
Di
(
Dr ′(f0)− (−1)θ+1¯ar
)= 0, ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}. (34)
Set br ′ := (−1)θ+1¯(Dr(f0) − ar ′), and br := Dr ′(f0) − (−1)θ+1¯ar . Noticing that f0 ∈
Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯, we get br ∈ Λ(n,n; t)θ and br ′ ∈ Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯. Note that Dr(ar) =
(−1)θ+1¯Dr ′(ar ′). It is easy to see that Dr(br) = (−1)θ+1¯Dr ′(br ′). Since Dr ′(br) = 0
by (i), we assert that Eq. (28) holds for {br, br ′ }. Clearly, br ′ is xr -truncated. Observe
that (33) and (34) imply that Di(br) = Di(br ′) = 0, ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}. By (a), there
exists f1 ∈ Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯ such that Dr(f1) = br ′ , Dr ′(f1) = (−1)θ+1¯br and Di(f1) = 0,∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′}.
Put f = f0 − (−1)θ+1¯f1. Then
Di(f )=Di(f0)= (−1)µ(i′)(θ+1¯)ai′, ∀i ∈ S \ {r, r ′},
Dr(f )=Dr(f0)− (−1)θ+1¯br ′ = ar ′,
Dr ′(f )=Dr ′(f0)− br = (−1)θ+1¯ar .
Obviously, f ∈Λ(n,n; t)θ+1¯. The proof is completed. ✷
Proposition 20. HO(n,n; t)= HO(n,n; t)⊕ span
F
{x(πiεi)Di′ | i ∈ Y0}.
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be an arbitrary element of HO(n,n; t)θ . Then Eq. (28) holds for all i, j ∈ Y . If ai′ is
xi-truncated for every i ∈ Y0, then Lemma 19(ii) shows that there exists f ∈ Λ(n,n; t)
such that TH(f )=A; that is, A ∈ HO(n,n; t).
Suppose that ai′ is not xi-truncated for some i ∈ Y0. Let k ∈ Y \ {i}. Note that
Dk(ai′)= (−1)µ(k)(θ+1¯)Di(ak′). (35)
If Dk(ai′) = 0, then the right-hand side of (35) is xi -truncated. But the left-hand side is not
xi -truncated. This is a contradiction. So Dk(ai′)= 0, ∀k ∈ Y \ {i} and
ai′ =
πi∑
j=0
cjx
(iεi), i ∈ Y0, cj ∈ F.
From this it is easy to see that the inclusion ‘⊆’ holds. ✷
Corollary 21. HO/HO is just the odd part of Derout(HO) and L (defined in Theorem 18)
is the even part.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 18 and Proposition 20. ✷
Put ι :=∑ni=1 ti − n. Let G = G0¯ ⊕ G1¯ be a Z2-graded vector space over F, and{h0, h1, . . . , hι} be an F-basis of G0¯, {g1, . . . , gn} be an F-basis of G1¯. Then G is
a (
∑n
i=1 ti + 1)-dimensional Lie superalgebra by means of
[h0, gj ] = −gj , j = 1, . . . , n;
[hi, gj ] = 0, i = 1, . . . , ι, l = 1, . . . , n;
[hi, hk] = [gj , gl] = 0, i, k = 0,1, . . . , ι, j, l = 1, . . . , n.
Theorem 22. The outer derivation algebra Derout(HO) is isomorphic to the Lie superal-
gebra G.
Proof. By Theorem 18,
Derout(HO)∼= L⊕HO/HO,
where
L= (F · h⊕ span
F
{
D
pki
i
∣∣ i ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti}⊕HO)/HO.
By Proposition 20,
HO/HO = (HO⊕ span
F
{
x(πiεi)Di′
∣∣ i ∈ Y0})/HO
204 W. Liu et al. / Journal of Algebra 273 (2004) 176–205is abelian. Direct operation shows that[
h,x(πiεi)Di′
]=−x(πiεi)Di′ , ∀i ∈ Y0. (36)
By the formula (22), we have
[
D
pki
i , x
(πj εj )Dj ′
]= δ(i, j)x(πiεi−pki εi )Dj ′ ∈HO, ∀i, j ∈ Y0, 1 ki < ti . (37)
Combining (36), (37), Lemma 16(i) and (ii), one may easily establish an isomorphism from
Derout(HO) to G. ✷
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